Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corporation

US Re. 43,360 - Exp. May 22, 2018
US Re. 44,235 - Exp. May 22, 2018
US Re. 45,082 - Exp. May 22, 2018

Fujitsu Limited

DE 69735028 - Exp. Jan 31, 2017
DE 69738264.8 - Exp. Jan 31, 2017
FR 1,455,536 - Exp. Jul 31, 2016
FR 1,648,176 - Exp. Jul 31, 2016
GB 1,455,536 - Exp. Jul 8, 2016
GB 1,648,176 - Exp. Jul 8, 2016
US 5,235,618 - Exp. Nov 5, 2010
US 6,282,243 - Exp. Nov 17, 2017

GE Technology Development, Inc.

DE 3855203 - Exp. Dec 1, 2008
DE 5980156 - Exp. Jan 7, 2018
DE 5980875 - Exp. May 5, 2018
ES 2164412 - Exp. Jul 7, 2018
ES 2198058 - Exp. May 5, 2018
FR 395,709 - Exp. Dec 1, 2008
FR 956,703 - Exp. Jan 7, 2018
FR 981,909 - Exp. May 5, 2018
GB 395,709 - Exp. Dec 1, 2008
GB 956,703 - Exp. Jan 7, 2018
GB 981,909 - Exp. May 5, 2018
HK 1004307 - Exp. Dec 1, 2018

Dolby International AB


Hitachi, Ltd.

CN 00120208.1 - Exp. Jun 9, 2018
CN 98102981.7 - Exp. Jun 9, 2018
CN 200310113824.1 - Exp. Jun 9, 2018
CN 200310113825.6 - Exp. Jun 9, 2018
CN 200510055880.3 - Exp. Jun 8, 2018
CN 200510055881.8 - Exp. Jun 8, 2018
CN 200510059461.7 - Exp. Jun 8, 2018
DE 69808519.1 - Exp. Jun 8, 2018
DE 69817460 - Exp. Jun 8, 2018
DE 69842968 - Exp. Jun 8, 2018
DE 69843113 - Exp. Jun 8, 2018
DE 69843114 - Exp. Jun 8, 2018
DE 6984315 - Exp. Jun 8, 2018
DE 6984316 - Exp. Jun 8, 2018
DE 6984317 - Exp. Jun 8, 2018
ES 1,237,376 - Exp. Jun 8, 2018
ES 2205323 - Exp. Jun 8, 2018
ES 2,271,116 - Exp. Jun 8, 2018
ES 2,271,117 - Exp. Jun 8, 2018
ES 2,271,119 - Exp. Jun 8, 2018
ES 2,285,119 - Exp. Jun 8, 2018
ES 2,288,164 - Exp. Jun 8, 2018

Google LLC

CA 2,079,862 - Exp. Oct 5, 2012
CA 2,230,562 - Exp. Feb 25, 2018
CA 2,230,567 - Exp. Feb 25, 2018
DE 69232063.6 - Exp. Oct 6, 2012
GB 0538667 - Exp. Oct 6, 2012
MX 205438 - Exp. Mar 6, 2018
US Re. 38,563 - Exp. Oct 5, 2017
US 6,005,980 - Exp. Jul 20, 2017

Cable Television Laboratories, Inc.

US 6,510,554 - Exp. Apr 26, 2018

Calmare Therapeutics, Inc.

US 6,134,269 - Exp. Mar 6, 2017
US 6,580,834 - Exp. Dec 11, 2017

Canon Inc.

US 4,982,270 - Exp. Feb 2, 2009
Addendum of Patents of Terminated Licensors

Each patent listed below was contributed to the MPEG-4 Visual Patent Portfolio Licensing Program by an entity that has terminated as a licensor from the MPEG-4 Visual Patent Portfolio Licensing Program. For as long as they continue to be a Licensee, those Licensees with an MPEG-4 Visual Patent Portfolio License in effect prior to the date of termination retain their license under the respective patent and all MPEG-4 Visual Essential Patents that the Licensor and its Affiliates presently or in the future has the right to license or sublicense after the indicated termination date.

Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. (terminated January 1, 2019)

CN 108368.6   GB 0580454   KR 252,010
CN 200410078616.7   GB 1,441,536   KR 269,205
CN 200410078617.1   GB 1,445,962   KR 313,870
CN 200410078618.6   GB 884,693   KR 314,098
CN 200410078619.0   GB 890,921   KR 338,801
CN 3107665.3   GB 987,900   KR 359,093
CN 3107666.1   HK 1033507   KR 375,345
CN 3107667.X   HK 1056286   KR 83730
CN 94191195.0   HK 1056287   MY 116137
CN 97123467.1   HK 1059699   MY 117081
CN 98122956.5   HK 1070516   NL 884,693
DE 69321781.2   HK 1073196   NL 890,921
DE 69434369   HK 1073197   RU 2221274
DE 69434667.5   HK 1073198   RU 2221275
DE 69434668.3   ID 0008897   US 5,467,086
DE 69720198   ID 0009730   US 5,654,706
DE 69738480.2   ID 0010181   US 6,002,812
EG 21414   IL 122671   US 6,011,496
EG 21497   IL 122771   US 6,016,111
EP 0580454   IN 193065   US 6,680,975
EP 1,441,536   JP 3,369,422   US Re. 37,755
EP 1,445,962   JP 3,442,028   US Re. 37,792
EP 884,693   JP 3,466,080   US Re. 39,167
FR 0580454   JP 3,669,834   US Re. 40,782
FR 1,441,536   KR 132,895   US Re. 40,980
FR 1,445,962   KR 147,549   US Re. 41,154
FR 884,693   KR 155,784   US Re. 41,435
FR 890,921   KR 157,463   US Re. 41,458
FR 987,900   KR 166,715